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Introduction: 
The third topic of the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly (LEGAL) is Instating guidelines 
for the use of and right to transboundary rivers.  As the quality, and quantity available, of water 
decreases among an increasing demand, ‘[f]ierce national competition over water resources has 
prompted fears that water issues contain the seeds of violent conflict’ (Kofi Annan, Former UN 
Secretary-General).1  Nowhere is the potential for conflict greater than in the usage of 
transboundary waters, bodies of water which cross geopolitical borders.  However, common 
interests, such as the continued access to clean, potable water, have been shown to, in fact, bring 
unexpected cooperation. 
Throughout history, treaties regarding transboundary river usage have been used to avoid conflict, 
promote economic growth, foster good international relations, and to provide sustainable 
development and management in the rivers [further leading to better health, among other 
provisions].  However, the need for guidelines to be established is clear, coming from the failure 
of current and past bi- or multilateral treaties; the violation of treaties, the weakness of treaties, the 
fact that there remains no means of enforcing treaties, or even the lack of treaties themselves. 
 
Definition of Key Terms: 

Transboundary rivers are rivers which flow through more than one nation or political 
entity.  This does include rivers which serve as the border between two or more nations 
or other political entities (e.g. the Jordan River, which serves as the political border in 
between Israel [and the West Bank] and Jordan). 
For example: 

• The Jordan River, in between Israel [and the West Bank], and Jordan 
• Rio Grande, in between United States (US, USA) and Mexico 
• The Colorado River, crosses borders through USA and Mexico 
• The Nile, crosses borders through Egypt, Sudan, South Sudan, Eritrea, DR 

Congo, + 6 
• The Danube, crosses borders through Germany, Austria, Hungary, Romania, 

Ukraine, + 5 
• Bangladesh has 58 transboundary rivers flowing through it, including 54 

which it shares with India.2 
Transboundary river shall taken to be equivalent to international watercourse, as 
defined in the Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International 
Watercourses (see in Relevant UN Resolutions and Reports). 

 
1 "Transboundary Waters | International Decade for Action 'Water for Life' 2005-2015." Welcome to the 
United Nations, www.un.org/waterforlifedecade/transboundary_waters.shtml. 
2 Maxwell, Daniel M. "Exchanging Power: Prospects of Nepal-India Cooperation for Hydropower 
Development." Keck Journal of Foreign Affairs, Forthcoming, 28 Oct. 2012, SSRN 2193796. 
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Transboundary impacts are negative externalities of one or more riparian party’s usage 
of a transboundary river (i.e. negative impacts caused by one riparian party which affect 
a different riparian party).  For example, if industrial outflow from the United States were 
dumped into the aforementioned Colorado River, any negative impacts on Mexico would 
be considered transboundary impacts.  Likewise, if pesticides were dumped into the 
Danube in Germany, the negative effects caused by this in Austria, Hungary, etc, would 
be transboundary rivers. 
Watercourse States are, as defined by the Convention on the Law of Non-Navigational 
Uses of International Watercourses (see in Relevant UN Resolutions and Reports): 

a. “[…] a State Party [i.e. country] […] in whose territory part of [a 
transboundary river] is situated,” 

b. A company or other “regional economic organization” which operates “in 
the territory of one or more [countries where] part of [a transboundary river] 
is situated”.3 

For example, in the case of the Danube, the river flowing through the most countries, 
watercourse states could include: 

• Germany, Austria, Hungary, and the other 7 countries through which the 
river flows, 

• And companies which use the river for economic purposes, potentially 
including private fisheries, etc. 

Riparian means, in essence, pertaining to a flowing body of water.  For example, a 
riparian state could be taken to be the equivalent of a watercourse state, depending on the 
definition used.  For the purposes of this committee, these two terms will be taken to be 
equivalent.  Additionally, riparian policies can be defined as policies adopted by a 
watercourse, or riparian, state concerning the transboundary river in question. 
Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) are systematic and integrative assessments 
made to consider possible environmental impacts prior to a decision being made on 
whether or not to proceed with a given proposal.  

 
 
 
Background Information: 
 Historical Bilateral and Multilateral Agreements4 

 
3 "Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses." United Nations - 
Office of Legal Affairs, United Nations, 1997, 
legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/8_3_1997.pdf. 
4 "Transboundary Waters | International Decade for Action 'Water for Life' 2005-2015." Welcome to the 
United Nations, www.un.org/waterforlifedecade/transboundary_waters.shtml. 
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Throughout history, treaties regarding transboundary river usage have been used to foster 
economic growth and good international relations, and to promote sustainable 
development and management. 
According to UN.org, the earliest recorded treaty, signed by two Sumerian city-states, 
Lagash and Umma, in 2500BCE, dealt with their transboundary river, the Tigris.  Since 
then, more than 3600 treaties regarding water usage have been formed [counting from 
805AD], according to the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO).   
While the majority of these treaties dealt with the use of water for navigational purposes, 
the tone of the treaties has taken a shift in the last century to become more oriented 
towards the development, conservation, protection, and use of transboundary waters.  For 
example, take the 2017 treaty between Ukraine and Moldova for the sustainable 
management of the transboundary Dniester river basin, which provided a framework for 
the prevention of pollution of the river and its basin, conservation of the biodiversity of 
the river and its basin, regulation of water flow of the river, in addition to the contribution 
to sustainable development regarding the river and its basin.5  This treaty is an excellent 
example of a treaty dealing with the sustainable management and development of a 
transboundary river, in contrast to an agreement stipulating the terms of navigation. 
Evidence of cooperation to form legal agreements regarding transboundary waters despite 
conflict can be seen numerous times throughout history.  For example, Jordan and Israel 
have held numerous discussions since 1955 regarding the use of the Jordan River, despite, 
until recently, being in a legal state of war.  Likewise, the Indus Waters Treaty, involving 
India and Pakistan, is still in effect today, despite the emergence of multiple wars between 
the two counties. 

 
 Problems with the Usage of Transboundary Rivers6 

There are two main sources of problems with the usage of transboundary rivers: 
(1) Overconsumption and overexploitation of transboundary rivers can lead to the 

damaging of ecosystem services as well as the reliability and sustainability of water.  
This can lead to international tensions, especially if the effects of overconsumption 
are felt more strongly by watercourse states which did not overexploit the rivers (i.e. 
transboundary impact). 

(2) Other Unilateral Actions can also lead to transboundary impacts.  For example, a 
country might build a hydroelectric dam in order to reduce its carbon output.  
However, this dam has the possibility of majorly reducing the river’s flow 

 
5 "Treaty on Sustainable Management of the Transboundary Dniester River Basin Can Enter into Force." 
UNECE, 6 July 2017, www.unece.org/info/media/presscurrent-press-h/environment/2017/treaty-on-
sustainable-management-of-the-transboundary-dniester-river-basin-can-enter-into-force/doc.html. 
6 "Transboundary Waters." UN-Water, www.unwater.org/water-facts/transboundary-waters/. 
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downstream in other watercourse states.  This can also lead to international tension, 
seeing as transboundary impacts were caused by a unilateral move. 

 
Major Organizations and Countries Involved: 

The International Court of Justice: Several rulings have been issued on several cases 
involving transboundary rivers, such as: 

a. "Pulp Mills on the River Uruguay" (Argentina vs. Uruguay) 20 April 
2010. www.icj-cij.org/files/case-related/135/135-20100420-JUD-01-01-
EN.pdf. 

b. "Construction of a Road in Costa Rica Along the San Juan” (Nicaragua vs. 
Costa Rica) 16 December 2015. www.icj-cij.org/en/case/152 

The main consequence of these two cases is to uphold that all countries have a 
responsibility to conduct an EIA, and have the obligation to acquire other watercourse 
states’ approval for a project to proceed if the EIA determines that considerable 
transboundary impacts will incur.7 
 
Nicaragua - Costa Rica (San Juan River): There have been several disputes along the 
San Juan River, to which both Nicaragua and Costa Rica are watercourse states.  These 
disputes have ranged from the occupation of Costa Rican territory by Nicaragua, border 
disputes, and misuse of the river; mostly Costa Rican activities, such as the 
aforementioned construction of a road.   
 
Uruguay - Argentina - Brazil (Uruguay River): Uruguay, Argentina, and Brazil are all 
watercourse states to the Uruguay River, which serves as the border in between Uruguay 
and Argentina, as well as part of the border between Brazil and Argentina.  There was a 
political crisis regarding the river when two European companies proposed the 
construction of cellulose processing plants on the Uruguayan side of the river, which 
Argentina claimed was in violation of a 1975 treaty between the countries stipulating that 
the two countries jointly agree on matters regarding the river.  Additionally, Argentina 
claimed that the pulp plants (the plants for the processing of cellulose) were heavily 
polluting the Uruguay River, with the Uruguayan government claiming that the pollution 
was minimal.  A 2010 ICJ court decision declared that Uruguay had failed to inform 
Argentina of the construction of pulp plants, although it did not agree with the Argentine 
claim that the river was suffering from large amount of pollution as a result of the 

 
7 Both Linked Cases of the International Court of Justice. 
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cellulose processing.  Later in 2010, Uruguay and Argentina created a joint commission 
to coordinate activities in the Uruguay River.8 
 
Israel - Jordan (Jordan River): Israel and Jordan, two watercourse states on the Jordan 
River (the other being the West Bank), have historically been enemies, although in the 
past have shown partnership concerning the maintenance of the Jordan River.  However, 
the Jordan River has been worsening in both size and water quality as both Jordan and 
Israel take water from the Upper Jordan due to water scarcity in the region.  Additionally, 
refugee diaspora in Jordan has increased the demand for water, which means that Jordan 
is forced to extract more water from the river, with the Lower Jordan being reduced to a 
shallow trickle of sewage and waste.9 
 
Laos - Cambodia - Vietnam - Thailand (Mekong River): In 1995, the riparian states 
[watercourse states] of the Mekong River established the Mekong River Commission 
(MRC) in order to address the development issues in the Lower Mekong Basin.  Since its 
establishment, the MRC has worked and achieved much to improve the sustainable 
management of the water of the Mekong River.  However, with new issues coming up, 
the most critical of which are climate change and hydropower development, the ability of 
the MRC to operate effectively is constantly called into question.10   It is worth noting 
that both Myanmar and China are also watercourse states on the Mekong River, although 
neither of the two are part of the aforementioned agreement. 
 
South Asia — India, China, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bhutan, Nepal, and Bangladesh: 
Issues regarding South Asia transboundary rivers are quite linked to regional geopolitics, 
with all main transboundary river system being circum-Himalayan and involving 
countries which are different in size and power, and have been linked in conflict for over 
half a century.  “The main river systems, the Indus, the Ganges and the Brahmaputra are 
all connected to the Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) of China. The Indus basin connects 
China, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India, while the Brahmaputra and the Ganga connect 
China, Bhutan, India, Nepal and Bangladesh. India has been involved in military conflict 
with China and Pakistan and water-related tensions with Pakistan and Bangladesh. India 
regards Nepal as its special sphere of influence and has very strong interests in Nepal's 
rivers.  India and China are in a phase of rapid economic expansion, resulting in increased 

 
8 Pelegrí, Anna. "Argentina y Uruguay ya esperan fallo de la CIJ en diferendo sobre pastera." AFP, 
Accessed 10 Feb. 2009. 
9 Schwartzenstein, Peter. "Biblical Waters: Can the Jordan River Be Saved?" National Geographic, 
www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/2/140222-jordan-river-syrian-refugees-water-environment/. 
10 Giz. "Transboundary Water Management." Startseite, 7 Dec. 2019, 
www.giz.de/en/worldwide/14435.html. 
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use of water and hydropower. Both India and China have plans to step up inter-basin 
water transfers to meet their water demands and have accelerated their hydropower dam 
construction [programs]. Both countries also economically and politically overshadow 
their smaller neighbors and countries downstream of these long and large river 
systems.”11 
 
China: China's riparian policies affect nine countries to the south - Pakistan, India, Nepal, 
Bangladesh, Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam - on five river systems - 
the Indus, the Ganga, the Brahmaputra, the Salween and the Mekong.12 
 
India: In all, India's trans-boundary riparian policies affect four countries - Pakistan, 
Nepal, Bhutan and Bangladesh - on three river systems - the Indus, the Ganga and the 
Brahmaputra-Mehgna.13 
 
Other organizations’ or countries’ positions on this question are stated elsewhere in this 
report. 
 

Relevant UN Resolutions and Reports: 
"Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International 
Watercourses." United Nations - Office of Legal Affairs, United Nations, 1997, 
legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/8_3_1997.pdf. 

This 1997 convention, the resulting resolution of which is linked here, gives 
various guidelines for the use of transboundary rivers: 

● Articles 3-4: Watercourse Agreements. 
● Articles 5-6: Equitable and reasonable utilization and participation, 

and related factors. 
● Article 7: Obligation not to cause significant harm. 
● Article 8: General obligation to cooperate. 
● Article 9: Regular exchange of data and information 
● Article 10: Relationship between different kinds of uses - [e.g. “In 

the absence of agreement or custom to the contrary, no use of an 
international watercourse enjoys inherent priority over other uses”] 

 
11 "Trans-boundary River Basins in South Asia: Options for Conflict Resolution." International Rivers, 
www.internationalrivers.org/resources/trans-boundary-river-basins-in-south-asia-options-for-conflict-
resolution-2445. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. 
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● Articles 11-19: Planned Measures, Obligation to Consult with 
Watercourse States in case of possible Environmental damage (e.g. 
Relevant in the ICJ case Nicaragua v. Costa Rica) 

● Articles 20-26: Environmental Protection 
● Articles 27-28: Harmful Conditions and Emergency Situations 

[mostly naturally caused] 
"Guidelines for Water Quality Monitoring and Assessment of Transboundary Rivers, 
UN/ECE." ResearchGate, 1 Oct. 1997, 
www.researchgate.net/publication/262002399_Guidelines_for_Water_Quality_Monitori
ng_and_Assessment_of_Transboundary_Rivers. [PDF] 

This document explores what the current [at that time, in 1997] position of 
transboundary rivers is, why guidelines are necessary, and also explores what is 
needed to be taken into account when making guidelines regarding 
transboundary rivers, and why (GUIDELINES [19], Starting on Page 5 of the 
PDF).  The document affirms that the guidelines which the UN/ECE was 
drafted to make are/will not be meant to be a manual, but rather a development 
of a monitoring network; the guidelines were/are meant to be strategic, not 
technical. 

 
Previous Attempts to Solve the Issue: 

"Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International 
Watercourses." 
This aforementioned 1997 convention resolution gives multiple guidelines for the use of 
transboundary rivers.  It is strongly encouraged that delegates read the resolution [title is 
a hyperlink]. 
 

Possible Solutions: 
Firstly, more concreteness is needed to transboundary river agreements, with actual, 
tangible steps being taken, rather than an abstract agreement that has no actual meaning. 
What this also means is that loopholes should be eradicated as best as possible. 
Another large concern with current treaties is lack of means of enforcing them.  Especially 
where there is a power imbalance between the watercourse states, less militarily or 
economically developed countries can find themselves taken advantage of by more 
militarily or economically developed countries in the creation of treaties.  Currently, the 
only mechanism under which a country could appeal against another watercourse state is 
in the ICJ.  However, the ICJ itself has no power to enforce its rulings, and relies on the 
Security Council to do so.  However, the P5 countries, in the Security Council, have the 
power to veto actions that would question their interests, or the interests of their allies, 
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which leads to further difficulties in enforcing violations of treaties.  Delegates could 
potentially solve this issue by instating consequences for countries which violate terms of 
treaties to which they are signatories, among other actions. 
Also important are clear conflict resolution mechanisms.  Regardless of the status of any 
treaties between two or more countries, tensions between them can come about, whether it 
be about the usage of the river prior or after a treaty is signed, or concerning varying 
interpretations of treaties.  A possible solution could be simply a direction to the ICJ, 
although a committee with a purpose similar to the function of the League of Nations [LoN] 
in conflict resolution [e.g. the Aaland Islands, Finland vs. Sweden, where Finland and 
Sweden went to the LoN asking it to determine the status of the islands, and the LoN made 
a decision regarding their status].  This could also be done in a system where, prior to the 
involvement of an International overseer, the watercourse states attempt to resolve conflict 
through dialog.  
A fourth possible course of action could be to establish or expand ways of identifying clear 
but flexible water allocations and water quality standards.  While the aforementioned 
“Guidelines for Water Quality Monitoring and Assessment of Transboundary Rivers, 
UN/ECE” does exist, this was drafted in 1997, and an expanded or revised version would 
certainly be in order. 
On the note of revising current guidelines to fit modern needs, there is also the issue of 
future applicability regarding transboundary rivers.  An example could be the Indus River, 
which has a treaty generally regarded to be one of the most successful in terms of 
transboundary rivers; the Indus River Treaty, like so many others, is not equipped to deal 
with the effects of climate change, a concept that, at the time of many treaties’ signing, was 
near-unheard of.   
 
Muhammad Uzair Qamar, Muhammad Azmat, and Pierluigi Claps, in an article 
published in Nature.com, suggest the following: 
“[There is a] need for persistent efforts, at the global level, to form an International Climate 
Change Consortium (ICCC) for Transboundary River Systems supervised by any 
international organizations affiliated with the United Nations (UN) that could evaluate the 
impact of climate change on water resources in quantitative terms and act as a legal 
advisory body to address the emerging issues related to climate change in the water-sharing 
treaties around the globe. Conclusively, by arguing on a localized problem the obvious aim 
of our paper is to propose such a practical framework which can be used as a reference at 
the global level. The impact of study will not be regional but rather global. It might prove 
as a founding block in executing an agreement similar to that of the Paris Agreement.”14 

 
14 Qamar, Muhammad Uzair, et al. "Pitfalls in transboundary Indus Water Treaty: a perspective to prevent 
unattended threats to the global security." Nature.com, 2019, www.nature.com/articles/s41545-019-0046-
x. 
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All of the above are stances delegates could take in the Legal Committee, although they 
may want to pursue others as well. 

 
Reading List [Titles are Hyperlinked]: 
• "Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses." 
• "Transboundary water governance and climate change adaption: International law, policy 

guidelines and best practice application." 
• "Developments in International Law of EIA and their Relation to the Espoo Convention." 
• "Guide to Implementing the Water Convention." 
• "Pitfalls in transboundary Indus Water Treaty: a perspective to prevent unattended threats to 

the global security." 
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